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the most well known and revered titles in motor racing is teaming up with one of many sport's
most renowned events, to supply the AUTOCOURSE Indianapolis 500(tm) legitimate Yearbook,
the 2003 variation due in September. This new Yearbook will faithfully disguise one of many
maximum motor races within the world, using the superior in activities writing and Autocourse
Indianapolis 500 photography, to catch the spectacle, thrills and drama of the event. beneficial
properties and interviews profile the personalities of the race, Autocourse Indianapolis 500 the
drivers, key staff group of workers and recognized names and moments from the Indy
500(tm)-mile race's nice past. The race and the aiding occasions are stated in detail, and entire
effects records offer an authoritative record.Hardcover - 9-1/2" x 12-1/2" - 176 pages - 250
Autocourse Indianapolis 500 color'
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